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+18475152700 - https://www.restaurantslakeinthehills.com/

The Card of Bistro Wasabi Lake In The Hills from Lake in the Hills contains about 16 different dishes and
drinks. On average, you pay for a dish / drink about $5.2. What User likes about Bistro Wasabi Lake In The Hills:
from any reason we were served immediately our appetizers, but we were probably waiting 30 minutes or more

for our sushi. the restaurant was not very busy, so I assume there was a problem with the preparation of food. we
have not seen our server for this half hour. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used
with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Bistro Wasabi Lake In The Hills:

first of all from the oil they cooked the calamari with was definitiw burned old oil and a total let off. the drink they
made me was so strong, can't really say if that's a good thing or a bad thing. but finally the water. it tasted as if it
was warm water from a pond and had a very pronounced smell. overall, the price was not satisfied and a point to

be and my friend was reluctantly abandoned and only get mcdonald's... read more. Bistro Wasabi Lake In The
Hills from Lake in the Hills is a good option for a bar if you want to have a cocktail after work and sit with friends
or alone, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes. Eventually, the atmosphere also has importance: At

this point, the bistro with its romantic small size can evoke the suitable homely atmosphere, Especially delicious
are also the Sushi and delicacies like Sashimi from this place.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Sashim�
SQUID $2.5

Nigir�
TAMAGO (EGG) $1.5

�tra�
WASABI

Sush�
CALIFORNIA MAKI $6.0

Vegetarisch� Mak�
ASPARAGUS MAKI $4.0

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP $2.0

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $5.0

Soup an� Sala�
NOODLE SOUP WITH SHRIMP
TEMPURA $15.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Kid� Favourite�
CUCUMBER MAKI $4.0

Authenti� Japanes�
NEGI HAMACHI MAKI $6.0

Uncategor�e�
QUAIL EGG SHOOTER $6.0

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CALAMARI
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 16:30-20:30
Wednesday 16:30-20:30
Thursday 16:30-20:30
Sunday 16:30-20:30
Friday 16:30-21:30
Saturday 16:30-21:30
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